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Abstract - The minimum energy required to transmit a 
bit of information through a network characterizes the most 
economical way to communicate in a network. In this paper, 
we show that under a simplified layered model of wireless 
networks, the minimum-energy multicast problem in mobile 
ad hoc networks is solvahle as a linear program, assuming 
network coding. Compared with conventional routing snlu- 
tinns, network coding not only promises a potentially lower 
energy-per-hit, but also enables finding the optimal solution 
in polynomial time, in sharp contrast with the NP-hardness 
of constructing the minimum-energy multicast tree as the 
optimal routing solution. 

I .  INTRODUCTION 

Consider the problem of minimum-energy information mul- 
ticast, namely transmitting common information (say, one bit) 
from a sender s to a set of receivers T with the minimum amount 
of total consumed energy, in a mobile ad hoc network. 

Several previous works, e.g., [I-31, aim at finding the 
minimum-energy multicast free. Suppose sender 8 wants to 
transmit a message to receivers T.  Assuming that the interme- 
diate nodes cm only route, i.e., replicate and forward, messages 
received, the multicasting will take place in a sequence of steps; 
in each step a node, having received the message so far, for- 
wards the message to some neighbors at a certain power level. 
Note that due to the broadcast nature of radio transmissions, a 
single transmission by B cenain transmitter may result in multi- 
ple nodes recovering the transmitted signals; this physical-layer 
broadcast property was called the wireless multicast advantage 
in [ I ] .  Then, the problem is to find a set of relaying nodes and 
their respective power levels such that all nodes in T receive the 
message, whereby the total energy expenditure for the task is 
minimized. Under this formulation, it can be easily concluded 
that the optimal forwarding scheme should be based on a tree 
structure. However, the problem of constructing a minimum- 
energy multicast tree in a wireless ad hoc network, taking advan- 
tage of the physical-layer broadcast property, is NP-complete. 
Thus, related previous works give heuristic algorithms and in- 
vestigate their respective approximation ratios. 

We now use a simple example to illustrate that there is room 
to improve upon the conventional formulation to achieve a po- 
tentially lower energy-per-hit. Figure l gives an example wire- 
less ad hoc network. The locations of the nodes have been 
marked with dots. Suppose each node is equipped with a trans- 
mitter operating at a fixed transmission range 1 10m, which is 
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Figure I :  An example wireless ad hoc network, used to illustrate that 
there is room to improve upon the conventional routing-based formula- 
tion to achieve potentially bctter energy efficiency. , 

just sufficient to reach its lateral neighbors, but not the diago- 
nal ones. Under this setting, each physical-layer transmission 
consumes a unit amount of energy. Consider multicasting from 
node 4 to node 3 and node 8. Under the conventional formu- 
lation as presented in the previous paragraph, i t  is easy to see 
that 5 transmissions is the minimum amount of energy required 
to deliver 1 message from 4 to {3,8}. One such solution is as 
follows: 4 transmits to {l, 6 } ,  1 to 2, 2 to 3 ,  6 to 7, and 7 to 8. 

We now show a more energy-efficient solution. The solution 
is given as a graph in Figure 2. In Figure 2, we introduce for 
each node U a virtual vertex U' to model physical layer hrnad- 
cast. A broadcast link from U to node w l r  u2, which fall in the 
radio range of U, is represented in the graph by an edge from U 

to U', an edge from U' to V I ,  and an edge from U' to w.  Con- 
sider multicasting two messages 2 1 ,  z2 from 4 to {:3,8}. The 
solution is given in Figure 2 by specifying for each edge the 
carried messages. First, z1 is delivered to node 3 with 3 vans- 
missions and z2 is delivered to node 8 with 3 transmissions. 
Next, node 3 transmits z1 to node 5 and node 8 transmits 2 2  to 
node 5. The critical step occurs at node 5, which broadcasts the 
XOR-ed result of two messages, x1 C3 x2, to node 3 and node 8, 
consuming only one transmission. Each of the two receivers 
can recover both x1 and x2 by solving a simple linear system of 
equations. According to this solution, two messages are deliv- 
ered with 9 transmissions, improving upon the 10 transmissions 
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Figure 2: Minimum-energy multicast with network coding on the ex- 
ample network, 

with the conventional routing solution. It can be shown that 4.5 
transmissions is indeed the minimum to multicast one message. 

The lesson of this example is that it is in general subopti- 
mal to require the interior nodes in the network to only replicate 
and forward, i.e.. route, information received. In other words, 
network coding could bring in unique advantages over muting. 
Network coding generalizes the traditional routing paradigm by 
allowing nodes to perform arbitrary operations on the informa- 
tion received to generate the output. Historically, throughput 
gain has been the primary motivation for network coding. In 
their pioneering work [4], Ahlswede et al. gave a simple exam- 
ple network to show that network coding can potentially achieve 
a higher throughput than routing solutions. More generally, they 
showed in [4] that the multicast capacity, which is defined as 
the maximum rate at which a sender can communicate common 
information to a set of receivers, is equal to the minimum of 
maximum flow values between the sender and each receiver and 
can be achieved with network coding. Subsequently, Li, Yeung, 
and Cai [5] showed that it is sufficient for the encoding func- 
tions at the interior nodes to be linear. Koetter and MBdard [6] 
gave an algebraic characterization of linear encoding schemes 
and proved existence of linear time-invariant codes achieving 
the multicast capacity. Empirical comparisons of the throughput 
achievable by routing and network coding have been reported 
in (71 for static graphs and in [XI for dynamically varying graphs. 

In this work, we explore the advantage of network coding in 
economically using network resources, more specifically the en- 
ergy consumption. The example in Figure 1 and Figure 2, which 
has a similar structure as the example in [4], demonstrates the 
network coding can lead to solutions that are more economic 
in using network resources than routing solutions. More gener- 
ally, we show that under a simplified layered model of wireless 
networks, the minimum-energy multicast problem is solvable in 
polynomial time as a linear program, assuming network coding. 

~ 
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Thus, in this context, advantages of network coding over rout- 
ing are two-fold: network coding can be used to attain the low- 
est energy-per-bit: at the same time, minimum-energy network 
coding can be solved in polynomial time, in sharp contrast with 
the NP-hardness of constructing the minimum-energy multicast 
tree. 

Note that the “minimum energy-per-bit” investigated in this 
paper is certainly not the fundamental limit in network infor- 
mation theory, where lots of problems remain open. The min- 
imum energy-per-bit of a wireless network in information the- 
oretic sense is still unknown, even for a small network with 3 
nodes; see, e.g., [9]. The discussions in this paper are based 
on a simplified layered model of wireless networks. The basic 
assumptions of the layered model are as follows. The physi- 
cal and link layers of the wireless network provide communica- 
tion resources in the form of a collection of “lossless bit-pipes”, 
each capable of transferring information between (neighboring) 
nodes at a certain rate. Given a collection of lossless bit-pipes, 
information can be routed from the sources to the destinations at 
certain rates in the network layer. The layered model essentially 
separates the allocation and consumption of bit-rate resources. 
Such a separation is certainly sub-optimal from an information 
theoretic perspective. Nonetheless, its simplicity facilitates the 
analysis and enables some engineering insights to be obtained. 

To explain the layered model in more details, we adopt the 
terminologies and notations in [IO]. A collection of lossless bit- 
pipes mentioned earlier is called a capacity graph in [IO]. A 
capacity graph can be described as a triple G = (V, E ,  c) where 
V and E are sets of venices and edges respectively and c is a 
function assigning to each edge uw E E a positive edge capac- 
ity ~ ( v w ) .  At the physical layer, the network operates in many 
different physical states, each corresponding to an arrangement 
of concurrent links among neighbors. Each physical state cor- 
responds to an elementary capacity graph. At the link layer, 
by timesharing different physical states, convex combinations of 
the elementary capacity graphs can be achieved, hence present- 
ing to the upper layers a set of supported (composite) capacity 
graphs. 

Each supported capacity graph provides certain communica- 
tion rate and has an associated power consumption. The mini- 
mum energy-per-bit can be found by a linear program that iden- 
tifies a supported capacity graph and a flow assignment, such 
that the ratio of the power consumption achieved to the multi- 
cast rate achieved, that is, the energy-per-bit, is minimized. 

A more general problem, cost (e.g., power) minimization for 
multiple multicast sessions subject to rate constraints, was con- 
sidered in [ I 01; the problem is in general very difficult because 
of the combinatorial nature of the problem that arises due to the 
effects of interference. The present paper observes that if the 
required rate is sufficiently small then the effect of interference 
becomes immaterial, enabling one to find the minimum energy- 
per-bit in polynomial time. More details can be found in [ I I].  

Recently, a similar problem was considered in an independent 
work by Lun et a1 [ 121. 



11. CAPACITY GRAPHS FOR WIRELESS AD HOC NETWORKS capacity graphs becomes 

xX1: 5 1, Xk > O V k , G k  t B 
k 

The set of supported capacity -pphs represents possible al- 
locations of communication resources arising from scheduling 
and power control in the physical and link layers. In this sec- 

graphs, first for a fixed wireless ad hoc network where the chan- 
ne1 conditions stay the same during a communication session, 
and then for a mobile ad hoc network where the channel condi- 
lions evolve over time. 

tion, We discuss the StlllCtUre of the Set O f  SUpported capacity where the dependence on B is explicitly shown, The power 
consumption of a composite capacity graph G = ,j G k k k  
is p ( x k  x ~ G ~ )  = xk x ~ P ( G ~ ) ,  where p(~,) is the power 
consumption “ ~ E C G  G ~ .  

Elementary capacity graphs: We now show how to obtain 
the elementary capacity graph for a given physical state. As dis- 
cussed above, we only need to consider the physical states with 
a single transmitter broadcasting to one or multiple receivers. 

Let the transmitter be U and let p ,  be its transmitting power. 
Let the Path loss ratio from node i E vo to node j E vo be 
“ii. Dmote the noise variance by The S N R  at a node j 
receiving information fmm U E VO admits the following expres- 
sion: S N b j  = nujp,/o’. We adopt a simplistic physical layer 
model: as long as the received S N R  (single-to-noise ratio) of a 
node exceeds a threshold 7 ,  the rammission rate is set to be a 
common “unit” capacity. Since the associated rate c i s  always I ,  

A. Fixed Wireless Ad hoc Nemork 
A wireless ad hoc network operate in many different 

physical states, where each physical represents a ‘.snap. 
shot” of all ,,(,des in the physical layer, such as which nodes 
are transmitting, what trdnsmitting powers are being used, and 
what the channel conditions are. A physical state may support 
a collection of concurrent links, which are assumed to be point- 
to-multipoint in ht v, denote the set of nodcs in the 
network. A link can be described as A Y, where ,U E v, is 
the transmitter, y, c_ vo is the set of associated receivers, and 
is the associated bit rate in a reliable communication. 

Each collection of links supported by a physical state 
corresponds tO an elementary capac;t); graph (ECG), By time. we drop it from the notation U 5 Yu and write + Yu instead. 

sharing among different physical states, it is possible to achieve we now model physical layer broadcast links, which are im- 

any convex combination of the ECGs. That is, if is the 
relative share of time for the ECG Gk = (Vk:Ek,ck), then 
it  is possible to achieve on average the capacity graph G = 
( u k v k :  U k E k ,  ck Xrck), where the edge capacities ck are each 
extended to UkEk in the obvious way, Denote such 
tions by = ck ne capacity graphs resulting from 
timesharing the E C ~ s  will referred to as s u p p o ~ e d    compos- 
ite) capacit); graphs. A wireless network can be characterized 
by the Set of capacity graphs equal to convex combinations of 
ECGs. This can be expressed mathematically as 

portant since wireless networks operate in an inherent broadcast 
medium. Note there may be more than one node j whose re- 
ceiving S N R  level exceeds the threshold. In this case, i t  would 
be wasteful to require that only one node can receive from the 
transmitter. On the other hand, i t  would be overly optimistic to 
assume that all of them can afford a separate point-to-point unit- 
capacity link with the transmitter, since distinct information may 
be loaded On these links in the latter scenario. 

links by introducing 
for each broadcast transmitter in each elementary capacity graph 
a virtual vertex that has point-to-point l i n k  with the receivers. 
For link U + Y,, we add to the associated ECG a distinct vir- 

Examples can be found in Figure 2. The virtual vertex plays 
the role of an artificial bottleneck which constrains the rate of 
new information going out of the transmitter. Since these virtual 
vertices do not physically exist, they can only perform routing, 
instead of arbitrary network coding. Fortunately, the multicast 
capacity from .T to T can still he achieved even if each such 
virtual vertex can only perform routing; the details are given 
in [lo, 111. 

Pertinent elementary capacity graphs: By adjusting the 
transmitting power, the “reach” of a transmitter, i.e., the set of 
receivers that fall in the transmission range, can be accordingly 
adjusted. Thus for the problem of minimum-energy multicast, 
the pertinent ECGs will be those with a single transmitter op- 
erating at different reaches. The set of reaches of a node will 
depend on whether the node can select its power from a finite 
collection or from an arbitrarily interval. We call the former 

Hence, we propose modeling 

Go = IG’= r ’ k G ~ , ’ x  A t  5 1, Xk > 0 V k , G k  E &, , tual vertex (e.g., U‘),  and unit capacity edges UU’,U’U,V E Y,. 
k k 

which is the set of capacity graphs supportedspanned by the set 
of all feasible ECGs Bo. 

The number of feasible E C G ~  I&, generally PJ~WS exponen- 
tially with the number network nodcs. Fortunately, for the 
minimum.energy multicast problem, the of perrinent 
elementary capacity graphs, or corresponding physical states, 
is polynomial in the number of nodes. This is because of the 
following important albeit simple observation: each Joule of en- 
ergy is spent most eflciently when used on a transmission that is 
free of interference. Consequently, we can restrict our attention 
to those physical states involving only a single trdnsmitter, since 
we arr focusing on the minimum energy-per-hit. It is this fact 
that results in the polynomial solvability ofthe minimum-energy 
multicast problem for a mobile ad hoc network. 

With a finite set ofECGs U 2 Bo, the convex set of supported 
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discrete power contml and the latter continuous power contml. 
With the discrete power contml model, the total numher of per- 
tinent ECGs is less than or equal t o  QlVol, where IVol is the 
number of nodes and Q is the numher of available transmission 
power levels at each node. With the continuous power control 
model. the total number of pertinent ECGs is less than or equal 
to iVol . (IVol - l), since the pcrtinent transmitting power just 
needs to assume values in a set comprising the minimum power 
to reach every other node. 

B. Mobile Ad hoc Network 
A mobile ad hoc network may experience variations in the 

channel strength of individual wireless links during a communi- 
cation session. Suppose the locations of nodes evolve over time 
as L discrete maps, M l ,  1 = 1, . . . , L, where each map JWI refers 
to a configuration of  node locations, lasting for a duration of tl  
(seconds). In other words, we assume that the nodes stay at the 
locntions ,+I1 for tl scconds, then instantaneously jump to new 
locations MI+' at the beginning of next interval. 

We model mobility by introducing an additional dimension, 
time, into the capacity graph. The capacity graph for a mo- 
bile nctwork is then comprised of several sequentially concate- 
nated layers, each layer corresponding to a capacity graph for 
one map. We call such a capacity graph a time-lined capacity 
graph. Each node U E Vi is now "expanded" into L vertices, 
u l , .  . . ~ uL, one in each layer. The edges in a time-lined capac- 
ity graph consist of two type of edges: intra-layer edges and 
inter-layer edges. The intn-layer edges are edges which origi- 
nally belong to the capacity graph for r x h  layer. Each of the 
inter-layer edges go from U' to U'+' and has infinite capacity, 
modeling information buffering at nude v E Vi. These edges 
are uni-directional because of causality. Hence, we represent a 
(supported) time-lined capacity graph as 

G = G' 3 G'.. . 3 GL;  

G1 = AkG:; G: E 01 (2) 

(1) 

k 

where G1 represents a capacity graph in the 1-th layer, the nota- 
tion GL 3 G'+' characterizes the inter-layer edges introduced, 
and A i  characterizes h c  time-sharing proportion for Gk, the k- 
th ECG out of a collection 01 for the 1-th layer. The power con- 
sumption of a time-lined capacity graph is 

L 
P (G' 3 G" . . 3 G L )  = c AiP(Gi). ( 5 )  

1=1 k 

111. MINIMUM-ENERGY MULTICAST 

In Section 11, we discussed the structure of the set of capacity 
graphs supported by the physical and link layers, in both fixed 

and mohile ad hoc wireless networks. In this section, we assume 
a fixed network for clarity of presentation. The extension to the 
case of a mobile ad hoc network is conceptually the same as 
the case of a fixed wireless network hut is more complicated 
in terms of notation. Let us denote the set of pertinent capacity 
graphs as 9. We use V to denote the enlarged vertex set and E to 
denote the union of the edges for 9. Each supported (composite) 
capacity graph, G E 9, consumes power P(G) (Watts). If G can 
be used to provide a multicast rate of r (bitdsecond), then the 
associated energy-per-bit of multicasting is 

(Jouleshit). 
r 

This section addresses the problem of minimum-energy in- 
formation multicast by finding a supported capacity graph, G E 
9, and a How assignment on it, achieving the minimum enegy- 
per-hit of multicasting. This can he done by a linear program, 
because of  two key observations: first, the structure of G E 9 
can he expressed as a set of lincar equalities and inequalities; 
second, the structure of How assignments supporting a given 
multicast rate on a given capacity graph G can be characterized 
by a set of linear equalities and inequalities. 

A. Union offlows 
Given a capacity graph G = (V.E,c) and two verticcs 

s, t E V, an s-t-flow is a nonnegative-valued function f on 
edges satisfying the following constraints: 

0 5 f (vw)  5 c(uuJ), V U W  E E ,  

f ( U W )  - f(w) =o,  vu  E V\{s,t}, 
w € V : v w t E  W E V W " E E  

and theflow value is: 

We use the notation 

G'= (V'>E',c ')  I G = ( V , E , c )  (7) 

to indicate that (V', E') is a subgraph of (V, E), and ~ ' ( u w )  5 
c(uw),Vvw E E' C E.  Given a set of Rows { f t ,  t E T }  on 
G with ft being an s-t-How, the union offlows is a subgraph 
G, = (V. E ,  g) 5 G, where the function g is 

g(ww) maxft(uw), Vuvw E E. (8) 
tET 

The subgraph G, has a multicast capacity greater than or equal 
to minter l f t l  because the multicast capacity is equal to the 
minimum of the maximum Row values from .s to each t E T [4]. 
Thus any union of Hows (assuming l f t l  2 T ,  V t  E T )  is suf- 
ficient to provide a ratc T with network coding. Conversely, if 
a subgraph G' = (V. E,g') 5 G can provide rate T, then it is 
easy to see that 3G" = (V, E:  9") 5 G' where G" is a union of 
Hows providing the same rate 'r. This shows the necessity of a 
union of Hows. 
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E .  Minimum-Energy Multicast 
With the necessary and sufficient properties of a union of 

flows, the minimum-energy multicast problem can now be for- 

The minimum energy-per-bit can be artained hyperforming net- 
work coding on a subgraph G" = (V, E ,  g*) 5 G = (V. El  c). 
with 

1 mulated as the following optimization, where r ,  ft(uw), g(,uw), g*(ww) = - q(vw),Vvw € E ,  
Xk, are treated as variables C k X k '  

where {g(vw):Vvw E E } ,  {Xk}  are the solutions returned by 
(9) rhe l inearpmgram in (161421J. 1 X P G  

min ( subject to: 

IV. SIMULATIONS 
g(ww) 5 C X k c k ( v w ) , v v t "  E E (10) 

k 
We conduct simulations on an example community wireless 

network with 58 houses spaced roughly in 3 rows, shown in Fig- 
ure 3. The locations of the houses are markcd with dots. We 
consider the multicast session from node 28 to the set of receiver 
nodes { 1.6.52,53}, as illustrated in Figure 3 by four lines. 

CXk 5 1, 
k 

Xk 2 O.Vk,  (I2) 
( I3)  0 5 f t ( u w )  5 g(uw),Vuw E E ,  V t  E T  

ft(vw) - c ft(7.v) = 0 ,  
uiEV:uwEE w€V:wuEE 

Vw E V\{s,t}, W E T  (14) 

f i ( S U J )  - f t ( W S )  = T , h  E T (15) 
wEV:swEE WEV:wSEE 

At first glance, the objective function of the above optimiza- 
tion is nonlinear in the variables. However, it should be easy 
to see that the minimum value of the above optimization can be 
achieved at a sufficiently small rate T such that constraint ( I  I )  
become loose. With some simple mathematical manipulations, 
we can re-normalize the above optimization to arrive at a linear 
program. This is formally stated in the following Theorem I .  

Theorem 1 (Minimum-Energy Multicast) 
In  afrred wireless ad hoc network let B = IC,} denote rhe set 
ofperrinenr ECGs f o r  thepmblem ofminimum energy multicast, 
according to a (discrete or continuous) power conrml model. 
The set of capacity graphs spanned by  B is 

The minimum energy-per-bii f o r  multicastingfrom .9 to T ,  p*, is 
given by the following linearprogram 

HOW locations and end-to-end traffic demands 

6 . 13. 1 4 .  22. 26. 32. 39. 40. 46 52 

I000 

900 x. .+ 

400 1 i 

IOOI - House I 
0 
0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 

x (meters) 

Figure 3: An example community wireless network. 

0 

p' = min X k P ( G k )  subject fo: (16) Some simulation parameters are set up as follows. The SNR 
threshold y is set to be 4dB. The path loss coefficients are set as 

g(uw) 5 ~ X k c k ( w w ) , V t w  t E ? j  = d ( z : j ) - 3  where d(i,j) is the distance between node i and 
3 .  The noise level is chosen to be 1, as a normalization without 
essential loss of generality. We adopt the continuous power con- 
trol model and assume each node can set its transmission power 
at any value less than or equal to p,,,. In the simulations, we 
set p,,, at a value corresponding to a maximum transmission 
range of 300m. 

The connectivity graph for the traffic assignment given by the 
(20) minimum-energy multicast solution is shown in Figure4. It hap- 
(21) pens that the minimum-energy solution of this problem admits 

an easy interpretation. Suppose the source stream is partitioned 

k 

k 

('*) 

(19) 
x k  2 n:vk, 
0 5 ft(ww) 5 g(vw),Vvw € E ,  Vt  E T  

f t ( v w )  - f t ( W J )  = 0,  
wtV:vwEE w € V : w v t E  

vw E V\{s, t } ;  vt E T 

f t (sw) - 
w € V : s w E E  w t V : w s € E  

f t ( w s )  = l : V t  € T.  



x (meters) 

and node 47. It can he generalized from this case study that 
network coding, combined with physical layer broadcast, can 
facilitate mutual exchange of information in a wircless ad hoc 
network. 

Figure 5 :  Efficient information exchange between node 6 and node 32. 
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